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Kim, there is always more information to give you.
I am sorry that we do not have the time or the facilities to devote to this great
work.
If there is a higher power involved, then we must be prepared for un-expected
assistance from others who will be drawn to the truth.
I am very interested in how your friend is doing on the Bessler wheel.
I have not heard from him in months and now believe he has given up on the
experiment.
I gave him the benefit of 5 years of my research into the 300 year old perpetual
motion wheel mystery and perhaps it is time to share it on the web with the other
information I gave you, if your friend in Houston no longer is willing to work on it.
Kim, you have a lot of life pressures and I have never asked for or wanted you to
feel responsible for distributing my research to others.
However, I see no reason a fee can not be charged for reproducing the
information I sent you.
I only ask one thing, that we never make "ANY" false or misleading claims in
regard to this convection implosion thermo-magnetic engine research.
There are people all over the internet selling "BOGUS" plans.
They are "NOT" scientists and are only out to exploit the un-educated who
foolishly believe electric power can be generated from thin air. There is always a
risk. There is F.C.C. rules to comply with. There "MUST" be a prime mover.
My friend here is working on an "ELECTRIC ANTENNA" that will draw high
voltage from the wind on a 200 foot cable.
Yes Kim, there is a way to obtain high voltage from the atmosphere.
It is a very "OLD" idea with a new spin based on a pre-charged electric insulation
cable.
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My big fear is that if we get "ANY" power at all, the F.C.C. will confiscate all of
the equipment.
That is the reason I like to work with "NON-ELECTRICAL" power sources. One
example being the warm air rocking water pump seen in Channel view.
WE STILL NEED TO LOCATE THE ROCKING WATER PUMP IN CHANNEL
VIEW, TEXAS!!!!
I also investigate perpetual motion wheels that have "NO" electrical or magnetic
components. It is all pure and applied physics and has a mathematically defined
thermal energy source. I would love to show it to your mathematics friend .Keep
in mind it uses "NO ELECTRICAL ENERGY".
Professor Searl's pyro-magnetic roller generator was seized and destroyed in
England without warning or compensation. WHY? Because governments believe
all electric power obtained without wind as a prime-mover (outdoor windmill) or
solar energy, are suspect of inducing power from the mains.
They have every incentive to shut us down.
Therefore I attempt to find sources of energy that are not a threat to the present
electrical power monopoly. They have Billions of dollars available to suppress
any electrical or magnetic device they feel draws it's energy from the grid.
In conclusion then Kim. I have no problem with you charging a
reproduction fee to distribute my information. I just do not want to see any
false or misleading claims attached to it. I do not want anyone saying you
charged more then the information is worth. It is to stimulate research, not empty
someone's pockets.

I HAVE NEVER DONE THIS RESEARCH TO MAKE MONEY!
People's lives may depend on this being given to the general public one day.
There is a solution to the UFO power production mystery and Shauberger
showed us the way. I have only improved it with the addition of a thermomagnetic compression plate. It is all a simple extension of known wind energy
theory. Kim, it "IS" the future of mankind we are dealing with here. Greed must
never be our goal. We will all answer for our lives one day in front of a higher
power. I will not say I spent my life for something as worthless as money.
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Kim, distribute my research any way you see fit. I trust you. I only ask that you
never charge more then the cost of reproduction. Kim it is not that my research is
worthless. It is that it is worth too much.
In the future millions of lives will depend on these machines. They will be
everywhere!
There is a higher power that hates authority based on greed and corruption. I
want my research in the hands of the people. Most of them are poor.Money must
not be the reason they do not know about this convection energy work.
Do as you see fit, as always I ask for nothing. I only ask if you also believe this
research to be valid, you help me get the word out. I also ask we do it in a way
that never costs anyone more then the price of reproducing it which is only fair.I
of course will never see a penny of it. I give you permission to send out whatever
you wish.Lets just keep the cost to a bare minimum...THANK YOU.
Good Morning Prof.,
Thank you for the permission to send out this information.
I think of this as planting seeds in a field, the more seeds you put down, the more plants that will
grow. Soon, the farmer cannot destroy all the plants because it will cost to much in time and
energy.
The idea here is not to make money, but to get this information into the hands of others so it will
not be lost. As you know it costs time and money to produce results and if you get this information
into the hands of 100 people, maybe only one will actually go to the shop and try to build a
working set of plates or system for that matter. They must do their homework and learn much
before attempting a proper system. They must earn their degree in "Free Energy Engineering" by
themselves. Nobody is there to teach them other than people like yourself who has spent
countless hours and years figuring out this great puzzle.
Bruce Perult will be selling a copy of the seminar. When it comes available I would like to send
you a copy for your review if interested. But I do not have your address and Im not sure if you
want to give it out to me.
I have put some other pieces to my puzzle together an am now getting a clearer picture of the
requirements of the building process. I realized for quite sometime that the repulsion system and
Townsen Browns effect can work hand in hand in the aviation energy process.
Marrying the two systems can create an unheard of amount of power.
Just to let you know, my address is xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Keep this handy in case you ever wanted to mail me anything.
I'll check with John on the Bessler Wheel Experiment and see how he's doing.
Take care my friend, sincerely......KAZ

